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Teaching Phraseology: How to Reflect the Realia of Communication in Radiotelephony 
 
ASIYA SALIKHOVA 
AirBridgeCargo Airlines LLC  
asiya.salikhova@airbridgecargo.com 
 
Strict adherence to standard phraseologies is an essential part of safe radio 
communication. But do we have enough resources available to implement those standards 
within classroom environment? In this workshop we demonstrate the way our training center 
copes with the task by means of a computer simulator created in cooperation with the airline 
subject matter experts (scenarios of the flights), IT specialists (software) & aviation English 
trainers (adjustment of the materials to the classroom needs). 
Radiotelephony communication simulator is aimed at shaping and polishing 
communication skills to the point of natural cockpit language behavior. It includes a few routes 
and scenarios for different categories of students ranging from flight school cadets to airline 
pilots. 
The training process consists of three major parts:  
• flight preparation (Students study the operational flight plan (OFP) and complete the 
table with the flight details);  
• standard phraseologies revision (Students study ICAO documents and complete the 
table with the standard phraseologies for each stage of flight);  
• computer-simulated flight (A student takes the role of a pilot, an instructor – of a 
controller. A student keeps radio contact using the flight information from OFP, 
standard phraseologies and visual cues provided by the computer simulator (aircraft 
location, altitudes, non-routine situations. An instructor follows the scenario of the 
flight and monitors the process to be able to give feedback after the completion of the 
flight);  
• feedback (An instruct gives comments re student’s performance during the flight, 
deviation from the standards, language mistakes, etc.). 
 
